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In this paper we continue the study, begun in [ 11, of fuzzy topological 
spaces, in particular of some questions connected with the fuzzy unifor- 
mities. Since several different approaches to fuzzy topology have been 
introduced, we point out that the context in which we work is that 
provided by Hutton, which we consider to be the most satisfactory. 
The main results we present are the generalizations to fuzzy spaces of 
these well-known theorems: 
(i) a completely regular space is normal if and only if the family of 
finite open covers is a basis for a compatible uniformity (Theorem 5); 
(ii) a completely regular compact space admits exactly one com- 
patible uniformity (Theorem 9). 
The techniques of the proofs are based on the results of [4] concerning 
the fuzzy products and on some concepts introduced in [ 11. 
A fuzzy lattice is a complete, completely distributive lattice with order 
reversing involution; its elements are called fuzzy sets: 0 and 1 denote the 
smallest and greatest elements, respectively. 
If L, M are fuzzy lattices, a morphism f from L to M is a function f + 
from M to L which preserves A, V, ‘, and such that f ‘(0) = 0. 
For the definitions of fuzzy topological space and continuous function, 
see [4]. We consider the uniform structure introduced in [3]. Denote by 2 
the set of the functions U: L -+ L which verify: 
(Al) U(O)=O, 
(A2) V(p) 3 p for every ,u E L, 
(A31 WVP~)=V W4 for P,EL. 
A uniformity @ is a non-empty subset of S such that: 
(Ul) UE@ and U< VEL! imply VE%‘, 
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(U2) U, V/E%! implies UA VE@, 
(U3) UE@ implies that there exists VE%! such that Vo Vd U, 
(U4) UE % implies U- ’ E 42. 
The meaning of U A V and U-’ is that of [3]. 
A uniform map f: (L, %) -+ (M, Y) is a morphism from L to M such 
that f + ( V) belongs to % for every VE Y, where f + ( V) is defined by 
f+(v(PL)=f-(uf(PL))) 
(the definition off(p) is given in [4]: f(p)=inf{v~M: p<f+(v)}). 
In what follows we shall need some results and concepts of [ 11: 
although the context of [l] was less general, the content of Sections 1, 2, 4, 
and 5 can be adapted to the present situation without any trouble. As an 
example we provide the following proposition: 
1. PROPOSITION. Let (L, %!), (M, V) be uniform spaces, f a morphism 
from the fuzzy lattice L to the fuzzy lattice M, and Y a sub-basis ofV”. Then 
f is a uniform map if and only if f ‘(S) belongs to 92 for every SE Y. 
Proof The “only if” part is trivial. 
For the converse, clearly it is enough to show that f ‘(S, A S,) belongs 
to % whenever S,, S, belong to 9’: we shall show that f ‘(S, A S,) = 
f ‘(S,) A f ‘(S,). Trivially the left member of the equality is less than or 
equal to the right one, since U d V implies f'(U) <f+(V). For the 
opposite inequality, take p E L and put v = f(p); then if v, v v2 = v, put 
pi=c( r\f+(v,) for i=l,2; immediately we get pi v p2=p and v,2f(pi), 
i = 1, 2. Therefore 
(f+(S,)"f'(S,))(P) 
= inf f'(S,)(~,) vf'(&)(d b," q=p 
G inf f+(S,h) vf+(Sdh) V," "2=Y 
= inf fe(S,(fbl))) vf'(SAf(h))) Y," vz=v 
6 inf f+(Sl(vl)) vf'(Wvd) Y," Y*=Y 
S,(v,) v S*(b) > =f'(S, * S*(v)) 
=f+(s, A s&L). 1 
For the definitions of separation and regularity axioms and related 
properties we shall refer to [S]; see also [2]. 
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Clearly the first part of the third section of [ 11 is meaningless in the 
present case; however, Theorem 3.5 has a satisfactory eformulation in: 
2. THEOREM. Let (L, 2) he a,fu,-z~, topological space. Define 6(p, p ) = 0 if 
and only if ji d (,?)I (,for anJ’,fuzzl’ set i, 2 denotes its closure). Then: 
(i) 6 is a proximity if and only lf (L, T) is normal; 
(ii) if 6 is a proximitll, then the topology r,j induced by 6 is courser 
than 2; 
(iii) ifS is a proximity, then zg = t ifand only if(L, 2) is R,: clearly in 
this case 6 is the finest proximity which induces t. 
Proof: (i) and (ii) See [l]. 
(iii) z6 is always R, by the definition and 2.8(i) in [ 11. Conversely, a 
r-open fuzzy set 1( is the supremum of a family of r-closed fuzzy sets, which 
are b-far from p’: hence ,~i s r&-open. 1 
In [4] Hutton has established a lattice isomorphism, denoted by 8, 
between LO L and the lattice of the maps from L into L which satisfy (Al) 
and (A3), pointwise ordered: if U: L + L is such a map, we denote by 0 
the element of L @ L such that /3( 8) = U; the element corresponding to the 
identity map is denoted by A. 
We need two more notations: if p, p are fuzzy sets, p 0 p will indicate the 
“box” determined by the pair (p, p), i.e., p@p = {(a, r): 0 < cr d p, 




Using the correspondence 8, it is easy to see that ugP = (p 0~)‘: in fact if 
0, r are different from 0, we have V,,(a) < r’ if and only if r~ 6~ and 
T’ 2 pt. 
3. LEMMA. j@p=p@p. 
ProoJ Clearly j@p is closed since it is equal to X;(P) A rc;(p), where 
rc, and x2 are the canonical projections. Hence it is enough to show that 
(,& p) belongs to every basic closed set greater than p @ p. For closed sets 
D, r, we have p@~pdnr(a) v r;(r) implies (p,p)~n;(a)urr;(~), say 
(p, p) E rrr(a): hence fi Q 0, which implies (p, p) E ~;(a). 1 
For any fuzzy set p, denote by Int(p) its interior. 
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4. PROPOSITION. Let L be a fuzzy topological space and U: L -+ L a map 
belonging to 2 We have: 
(i) tf 0 is a neighborhood of A, then U(p) is a neighborhood of ,ii for 
every j-1 E L; 
(ii) if the range of U is finite and U(u) is a neighbourhood of ji for 
every p E L, then 8 is a neighbourhood of A; 
(iii) tf there exists a symmetric element VE 9 such that Vo V< U and 
V(u) is a neighbourhood of ,G for every u E L (in particular ifU belongs to a 
compatible uniformity), then 0 is a neighbourhood of A. 
Proof. -- (i) For every p # 0, the &(p, U(p)‘) belongs to 8’; hence 
(& U(u)‘) belongs to A’, that is, ji < U(u)” = Int( U(p)). 
(ii) Let {p,, . . . p, > be the range of U and put pi = sup{ 1 E L: 
U(2) Gp,}. Since U preserves suprema, U(uL) =pi, hence pi is a 
neighbourhood of jii. This implies that fij@x d A’: the conclusion follows 
since U = A Uy,p; and - is a lattice isomorphism. 
(iii) p, p, A always denote elements of L\{O}. @= ((u, p): 
U(p) :G p’}: hence p is the smallest element of LO L which contains 
((4 W)‘): ~EL\{O}}, d an an easy calculation gives that 8 = {(p, p): VA 
either ~6 1’ or p < U(2)). In the same way we get that A = ((11, p): V’I 
either p d 1’ or p <A}. Clearly A d 8; moreover if (/A, p) E A, take V as in 
the hypothesis and observe that V(u) 0 V(p) < 8: in fact, for every A we 
have either p d V(A)’ or p < V(A), which implies either V(u) < V( V(1)‘) < 2’ 
(see [.3, Proposition lo]) or V(p) d V(V(2)) < U(n), hence (V(u), V(p)) E 8. 
We conclude by observing that U(p,PjEd Int V(p)@Int V(p) is an open 
fuzzy set in LO L which contains A and is contained in 0. 1 
5. 'THEOREM. Let L be a fuzzy topological space. L is normal and R, if 
and only if the family B = (U: L + L such that: U E 9, the range of U is 
finite and U(p) is a neighbourhood of ji Vu EL} is a basis for a compatible 
uniformity. 
Proof By Theorem 2, if L is normal and R,, there exists a canonical 
compatible proximity 6. If Y is the sub-basis of the uniformity %a described 
in Section 4 of [ 11, clearly 9’ E 98; on the other hand, as in the previous 
proposition, every U ~u2d is the inlimum of certain U,,,;, where pi is a 
neighbourhood of p,, that is, ii, and 2 are d-far, namely every U,,,; belongs 
to Y: hence 98 generates eb. 
Conversely, take closed fuzzy sets p, p such that p < p’. Since II,,, 
belongs to adere exists VE 98 such that Vo V < U,,: hence 
p d Int( V(u)) < V(p) d V( V(p)) < U,,(u) =p’, that is, L is normal; it is R, 
by [ISI. I 
409.132.2-14 
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Our aim is now to show that a completely regular compact space admits 
exactly one compatible uniformity, which result extends a classical theorem 
of general topology. We refer to the definition of fuzzy compact space given 
by Hutton in [4], namely: a fuzzy topological space is said to be compact 
if every open cover of a fuzzy closed set has a finite subcover. 
6. PROPOSITION. Let L he a compact unifbrmizahle space, 4 a com- 
patible umformity, und p a neighbourhood of a,fuzzy closed set p. Then p is a 
untform neighbourhood of p, that is, there exists U E +2 such that U(p) 6 p. 
Proof: We have Int(p) = SUP{~: 3U,E’li such that U,(~) <p}; take 
V,E% such that I’;‘, V, < U;- and observe that {Int I’;(R)} is an open 
cover of ,u. By compactness there exist i., . . . A,, such that 
,u < Int( Vj.,(A,)) v . . v Int( Vj.,(~,,)); the element V,, A . A V,~ belongs 
to $2 and, owing to a trivial extension of [3, Lemma 31, we can 
write (V,, A . . A V,J(p) 6 (Vi, A . . . A V,,,)( Vi,(A,) v ... v V,JA,)) < 
Uj.,(n,) v “’ v U,n(n,)<pp. 1 
7. COROLLARY. Let L and 92 be as before and p and p be closed fuzzy 
sets uch that p < p’; then U,,, belongs to %. 
Clearly this corollary and the fact that the totally bounded reflection p+? 
[l] is generated by the elements U,,, where ,u, p are closed fuzzy sets such 
that U(p) 6 p’ for some UE ~2, imply the following: 
8. COROLLARY. Every compact completely regular fuzzy topological 
space admits a unique totally bounded compatible untformity. 
Remark. In the above corollary, the hypothesis “completely regular” 
may be replaced by “R,“: in fact by [S, Propositions 23, 8, 21, 16, and 121, 
a compact space is R, if and only if it is completely regular. In particular 
such a space is normal and R,, hence by Theorem 2 and the results of [ 1 ] 
we may describe the unique totally bounded compatible uniformity: it is 
qa, where 6 is the canonical proximity associated to a normal space. 
9. THEOREM. Let L be a compact completely regular space; then there 
exists a unique compatible fuzzy untformity. 
Proof Let A0 be the smallest element containing A in the complete 
complemented sub-lattice of L 0 L generated by the open subsets. By [S, 
Proposition 71, A, is the closure of d; hence we have 
Ab = V {p 0 p: p, p open sets, ,u < p’) 
= V {p@ji’: p open set}. 
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Let % be a compatible uniformity; if p is open in the fuzzy topology 
generated by %, it is immediate to see that p is the union of the open sets 
which are Q-far from ji’, so that db = V (p @ p: p, p open sets, p %-far 
from p}. By Proposition 4, for any UE %, 8 is a neighbourhood of A, 
hence of A,; by the compactness of LO L, we have that there exist pi, ,u;, 
i= 1 . ..n. such that 8>/ji =,...,, (~~@p,)‘=/j\,=~.. n o,,,,, if and only if 
U>P\ r=,- .,I UP,,‘,’ that is, 32 is totally bounded. The conclusion now 
follows from Corollary 8. 1 
10. COROLLARY. Any continuous function from the compact completely 
regular space L into the completely regular space M is uniformly continuous, 
for ecsery compatible uniformity on M. 
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